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Finite Element Simulation of Multi-Stage Deep
Drawing Processes and Comparison with
Experimental Results
A. Pourkamali Anaraki, M. Shahabizadeh, and B. Babaee
Finite element method (FEM) is being gradually adopted by
industry to predict the formability of sheet metals.
Sheet metal forming operation involves complex physical
mechanisms that give rise to a high order non-linear problem.
Apart from the nonlinearity induced by the contact and the
friction, there is a geometrical non-linearity caused by large
displacement and large deformation. Furthermore, non-linear
material behaviors such as plasticity make the problem even
more difficult to be solved analytically. Therefore, numerical
techniques, such as FEM, are usually used to deal with this
kind of problem. FEM can provide not only the final results,
but also the information of intermediate steps, like the
distributions of displacement, stress, strain and other internal
variables [2].
Single-stage deep drawing simulation has been investigated
by many of researchers, but in multi-stage deep drawing it has
been less than to be attended. However, a number of
difficulties have been encountered because of strong nonlinearity and then element re-meshing technique is required to
eliminate severe element distortions. Some of the researchers
amongst, Min et al [3], Kim et al [4], Ku et al [5], Fan et al [6]
and Kim et al [2] studied in this case. This paper is also
considering to simulation of multi-stage deep drawing of an
Industrial Part by 2D-axisymmetric models in ABAQUS
software and then comparison with experimental results.

Abstract—The plastic forming process of sheet plate takes an
important place in forming metals. The traditional techniques of tool
design for sheet forming operations used in industry are experimental
and expensive methods. Prediction of the forming results,
determination of the punching force, blank holder forces and the
thickness distribution of the sheet metal will decrease the production
cost and time of the material to be formed. In this paper, multi-stage
deep drawing simulation of an Industrial Part has been presented
with finite element method. The entire production steps with
additional operations such as intermediate annealing and springback
has been simulated by ABAQUS software under axisymmetric
conditions. The simulation results such as sheet thickness
distribution, Punch force and residual stresses have been extracted in
any stages and sheet thickness distribution was compared with
experimental results. It was found through comparison of results, the
FE model have proven to be in close agreement with those of
experiment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A

commonly used sheet metal forming process is deep
drawing process. In this process, hollow products are
produced in 1-step drawing or multi-step drawing. Multi-step
drawing processes are usually applied to forming parts that
have geometrical complexity or formability problems and
cannot be formed by 1-step forming. In these cases, one of the
most critical and challenging issues is to determine minimum
required forming steps and the corresponding part shapes in
any forming steps [1].
Traditional design methods for sheet metal forming are
usually based on a trial-and-error or empirical approach.
Recently, due to the demand of high precision and reliability in
formed metal parts, these methods are difficult and sometimes
handicapped to provide a solution.

II. INDUSTRIAL PART DESCRIPTION
Production process of an industrial part with its dimensions
is shown in Fig. 1. Material of used sheet is aluminum alloy
7075-O.
AA7075-O is one of the high strength aluminum alloys and
is very difficult to be formed by deep drawing process.
Mechanical properties of sheet are presented in Table I.
Multi-stage deep drawing simulation of industrial part is
performed on basis of experimental die dimensions and is
discussed in next section.
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models. Also, sheet is modeled as deformable shell. Entire
modeling data is taken from designed dies dimensions and has
presented in Table II. Mechanical properties of sheet are
introduced to software from Table I and Fig. 3.
Since, majority of metal forming processes are quasi-static
problems, therefore, Dynamic Explicit method is suitable for
these types of problems. Penalty function method was used to
treat the contact algorithm. The friction coefficient between
the punch and sheet was assumed 0.2 and sheet with die and
blank holder was 0.1. Moreover, to prevent wrinkling in the
sheet drawing process, a blank holder pressure up to 15 bars,
during the forming process was applied over blank holders for
each case. For meshing of tools (punch, die and blank holder),
2-node linear axisymmetric rigid link elements (RAX2) were
used. Because of the ironing process was occurred in end of
drawing, Shell elements or Membrane elements were not suit
for meshing of sheet and have been gave illusive results.
Hence, 4-node bilinear axisymmetric quadrilateral solid
element with reduced integration (CAX4R) was used for
meshing of deformable sheet. On the other hand, central area
of blank was not critical in deep drawing analysis; therefore
meshing size in central section of blank was greater than other
sections to reaching the less time for analysis. Sheet meshing is
illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 1 Production process of industrial part with its dimensions
TABLE I
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF 7075-O ALUMINUM ALLOY [7]
Symbol
ρ
Su
Sy
E

ν
%EL
HB

Parameter
Density
Ultimate tensile strength
Yield strength
Module of elasticity
Poisson ratio
Elongation in 50 mm ( 2 inch )
Brinell hardness

Value
2800 Kg/m3
248.4 Mpa
138 Mpa
71.7 Gpa
0.33
10%
60

III. FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION
Finite element simulation of multi-stage deep drawing is
performed in ABAQUS software, version 6-9-1. Analysis of
the drawing process is based on the axisymmetric condition.
Hence, only the right half of the tools such as punch, die and
blank holder is modeled according Fig. 2.
The continuum or solid elements, the shell elements and the
membrane elements are three main types of finite elements that
can be used in the computer modeling of the blank and tooling
elements, and various references may be cited in the
development of element formulations capable of modeling
large deformation kinematics in the total, updated or corotational sense for these finite element types [8].
The finite element meshes of the forming tools are usually
intended to impose the forming loads to the sheet metal
through the forming interface. Because of the fact that the
forming tools should be, theoretically, designed to be rigid and
the die-face deformations should be elastic with minimal shape
changes, Hence, tools deformations are negligible and have
been modeled as discrete rigid parts and only the surface
geometry of the forming tools are included in simulation

Fig. 2 The general geometry of sheet and tools used in simulation
TABLE II
BLANK, DIE AND PUNCH DIMENSIONS IN VARIOUS STEPS
Parameter
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Step-1

Step-2

Step-3

Step-4

141.4
144.6
R1=10.5
R2=13.5
Rd1=12
Rd2=16.5

120.4
124
R1=10.5
R2=12
Rd1=12
Rd2=15

Rd1=18
Rd2=18

Punch diameter (mm)
Die diameter (mm)
Punch edge radius
(mm)

188.5
191.9
R1=10.5
R2=15

89.4
92.6

Die edge radius (mm)

Rd=10

Punch and Die edge
chamfer (degree)
Blank diameter (mm)

θ=40o

θ=40o

θ=40O

θ=40O

290

-

-

-

Rp=10.5
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(a)

Fig. 3 Plasticity behavior of AA7075-O [9]

Fig. 4 The geometry of mesh for blank

(b)
A deviating shape is caused by elastic springback after
forming and retracting the tools. Therefore, the entire 4-step
drawings have been solved including springback after each
drawing step. Springback is simulated through an implicit
calculation which is solved with the aid of ABAQUS Standard.
The deformed shapes for each step and plastic strain values of
them as color contours are shown in Fig. 5.
It is necessary to say the annealing operation was performed
after second step, therefore to simulation of annealing
operation in ABAQUS software, an orphan mesh was
imported to third step from final drawn part in second step.
This operation nullified stress and strain history.
Experimental results are included thickness distribution of
deformed parts in any steps, and have been extracted by
measuring of wall thickness in various points on produced
parts. These results has been presented in next section and then
compared with FE simulation results.

(c)

IV. COMPARISON OF FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS WITH
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figs. (6)-(9) provide a comparison of the sheet-thickness
distribution after drawing for numerical simulations and for
experiments. It is intelligible from comparing of simulated
results with experimental data so that the FEM predicted
trends for all of the cases are in good agreement with
experimental data. However, in some of points such as punch
corners have errors and these errors have been increased in
third and fourth steps. It is because of changes in plastic
behavior of initial sheet due to work hardening. This condition
is not considered in simulation analysis. Therefore, errors are
increased in these cases. Maximum error in this simulation is
up to 10%.

(d)
Fig. 5 Plastic strain values of deformed shapes for each step
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The diagrams of sheet thickness distribution confirm the FE
simulation is to be authentic. Therefore, other simulation
results such as punch forces for any step have been extracted
from finite element analysis. In Fig. 10 maximum punch force
for any drawing steps has presented and compared with that
from generally accepted formula for predicting maximum
punch load at die design literatures [10].
It is seen from fig. 10, the punch force is higher in first step
and decreased by going on subsequent steps so that it was
expected from generally accepted formula for predicting
maximum punch load. Punch force is in straight relation with
punch diameter according to (1) [10]:
Fig. 6 Thickness distribution in step-1

Fpunch = Su × π × d punch × t

(1)

According to (1), the higher diameter of punch, then higher
punch force. Therefore, FEM results for punch load are in
good agreement with (1) by about %25 differences between
them.
Fig. 11 provides a comparison of the punch force variations
versus punch stroke in various steps. These results have
extracted from numerical simulation. It is seen from fig. 11,
the punch force for stage-2 has increased at end of punch
stroke. This demonstrates the deformed part in stage-2 is to be
experiencing Ironing process at the end of punch stroke due to
unsuitable clearance between punch and die.
Fig. 7 Thickness distribution in step-2

Fig. 10 Comparison of simulated and calculated punch forces

Fig. 8 Thickness distribution in step-3

Fig. 11 Punch force versus punch stroke in various steps

Fig. 9 Thickness distribution in step-4
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Residual stresses at deformed parts in any steps have
extracted from simulation analysis and are shown in Fig. 12.
These results were expected, because the central area of blank
was not critical in deep drawing analysis, therefore residual
stress in central section of blank was less than other sections.
On the other hand, the residual stresses are rising with
proceeding in next stages. It is because of work hardening has
been increased with next stages in deep drawing.

Fig. 12 Residual stress in various steps

V. CONCLUSION
Comparison of experimental and FEM simulation results on
the multi-stage drawing process were performed in this study.
It was found through comparison of thickness distribution in
produced parts with simulated deep drawing parts, the finite
element model have proven to be in qualitative agreement with
those of experiment in primary steps, but because of the
changes in plastic behavior of initial sheet, errors were
increased in last steps. Maximum errors in this simulation were
up to 10% on the punch corners in fourth step. Therefore, it is
necessary to reinvestigation on material properties after any
steps and to applying these changes in next steps.
It was found through FE simulation, the punch force is
higher in first stage and it is decreasing with proceeding in
next stages. Predicted punch forces were in good agreement
with calculated punch force from formula in die design
literatures.
Residual stresses are lesser in central area of blank and
those are rising with proceeding in next stages.
Finite element modeling (FEM) can accurately portray
forming from a particular die design without the need for
costly trial and error. With simulation via FEM, designers can
estimate field variables such as strain distribution, stress
distribution, material flow and forming defects. This
information enhances the design capability and knowhow of an
experienced process designer and leads to a reduced number of
die-tryout tests.
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